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Bucking a Trend
ore has proven to be better regarding the

M

Williams faculty.
The curricular innovations the faculty endorsed as

Or consider a larger department such as English. In addition to its 18 sections of small, writing-intensive introductory
courses, mostly for non-majors, faculty expansion has allowed

the heart of the College’s strategic plan focused on tutorials,

the department to offer eight such courses aimed at students

interdisciplinary teaching and experiential learning, and on

who are likely to become majors. Its tutorial offerings will more

new requirements in quantitative or formal reasoning and in

than double. And the increased FTE has enabled department

intensive writing, the latter to be taught in small sections. At

members to offer new interdisciplinary courses (associate

the same time, we decided to reduce average class size.

professor Peter Murphy teaches with biologist Nancy Roseman

Reaching these goals required increasing the number of

and me a course on “Society, Culture and Disease”) and

faculty, and the timing of this decision proved fortunate. While

courses in programs such as African-American studies,

the economy reduced faculty hiring elsewhere, we were able

American studies, and women’s and gender studies.

to appoint the most exciting crop of new professors in recent

Similar stories exist in Division Three. Faculty expansion in

memory, bringing with them to campus new energy and ideas.

computer science has helped that department make a number

Today, as the national job market swings back into balance,

of enhancements. Tutorials have increased from one to two per

we’ve almost completed our addition of 30 new positions, an

year. Added to popular offerings for non-majors in robotics,

increase of 15 percent.

graphics and network technology is a new course in bioinfor-

As important as who these new professors are, however, is
what they’ve enabled the College to do.
Most notable is our success in reducing class size. Two

matics. The first half of the major has been designed to better
prepare students for the variety of disciplines they’ll encounter
after Williams. And, as much as any department on campus,

years ago, less than 60 percent of classes had fewer than

computer science contributes to interdisciplinary work. One

20 students; now it’s more than 70 percent. The number of

member teaches in the cognitive science program. Five are

tutorials, the College’s celebrated program in which professors

among the 17 faculty from several departments who con-

meet weekly with pairs of students, has grown in two years

tribute to our new program in bioinformatics, genomics and

from 21 to 46, including 19 tutorials focused on students early

proteomics. As a result, Williams will play a leading role in the

in their Williams careers.

teaching of this important new field.

It also helps to look at the effects of this expansion
through the lenses of some academic departments.
New full-time equivalents (FTEs) in philosophy have

So, more faculty overall has meant smaller classes as well
as more teaching that occurs in tutorials, in small, writingintensive sections and in the intellectual spaces between disci-

brought to campus two new ethicists. The department also has

plines, where so much new knowledge is emerging. It’s also

been able to increase the number of tutorials it offers each

heightened intellectual excitement all across the curriculum.

year from two to four and expand to nine the number of

This expansion bucks the national trend. Many colleges and

sections in its small, writing-intensive introductory courses. At

universities, including some similar to Williams, have had to

the same time the department is offering more sophomore-

decrease their number of faculty for economic reasons. That

level courses for non-majors, such as “Arguing about God,”

Williams has been able to seize this opportunity to reposition

“What Does a Work of Art Mean?” and “Big Games: The

itself will benefit for many generations the students we serve

Philosophical Significance of Sports.” All this has happened

and the world in which those students, as alumni, will put their

without diminishing the department’s core courses, so majors

educations to use.

and non-majors both benefit.
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—Morty Schapiro

OPEN WIDE
Hom spent spring break of her junior year in
Bolivia, helping 30 U.S. dentists to provide
education and aid to the poverty-stricken
villages surrounding Cochabamba.

end, she adds, “I found that the pro-

2000, distributed food for

fession that brought me the most joy

St. Patrick’s Food Pantry in Pittsfield

and fulfillment was dentistry.”

and volunteered with Habitat for

Williams is an unlikely choice for

Humanity.

someone interested in becoming a
dentist. (Hom says she applied at
the suggestion of her sister, who had
several friends who were Ephs.)
According to College records, only
27 living alumni, spanning the
classes of 1946 to 1987, have

Nurturing her strong interest in

According to College records, only 27
living alumni, spanning the classes of
1946 to 1987, have degrees or careers
in dentistry and related fields.

degrees or careers in dentistry and

Eastern meditation and martial arts,
Hom spent this past January at the
Chozen-ji Zen monastery in
Honolulu, Hawaii, training in seated
meditation, sword martial arts, akido
and manual labor with attention to
breath, posture and the most efficient

related fields. Hom, a biology major, is

learning” and, though the material wasn’t

use of the body. The training, she says,

currently the only undergraduate actively

always easy for her, “when the light bulb

will help her to “better understand how

planning to enter the profession.

went on, you could always see it

to face suffering … as well as the nature

shining.”

of healing and compassion” as a health-

But Hom says she did not approach
college as “a means to develop a skill set

Hom supplemented her coursework

care provider.

in order to land a lucrative job

with life experience, participating in a

immediately after graduation.” Instead,

two-week Dental Careers Institute at the

the summer doing additional training at

she says, “I chose to attend a liberal arts

Oregon Health Sciences University

the Sogen-ji monastery in Japan before

institution where the education focused

School of Dentistry in Portland and in a

heading to Harvard School of Dentistry,

on developing mental agility and

summer undergraduate mentor program

where she will be one of only 35 students

conceptualization, the capacity to analyze

at University of California, San

in a program that allows them to create

complex problems and the facility to

Francisco, School of Dentistry.

their own specialties. She hopes to pursue

make critical judgments.”
An art history course she took to ful-

She approached her extracurricular

After graduation, Hom plans to spend

a concurrent master’s degree in public

activities with the same intensity, helping

policy at Harvard’s Kennedy School of

fill a graduation requirement, for exam-

to obtain funding to create a campus fig-

Government, with the goal of becoming a

ple, taught her “skills necessary for a

ure skating club. She and another student

community dentist in the United States

visual and dexterous profession such as

also co-taught a physical education class

and perhaps managing an international

dentistry,” Hom says. “The study of art

in the sport.

nonprofit providing dental care and

attunes the eye to detailed morphological

Hom joined the Swing Club and

improving dental health policy in

attributes that usually go unnoticed, gives

Dance Company and choreographed a

one the vocabulary to express and com-

dance performed with Anne Hamilton’s

Hom says her wide-ranging experi-

municate structure and develops the man-

art, Across exhibition at MASS MoCa;

ences these past four years have taught

ual skills to recreate what the eye sees.”

became active in the Newman Catholic

her “how to think,” providing her with

Association and with Asian American

opportunities to gain confidence in herself

sophomore year, Hom’s work caught the

Students in Action (serving as secretary

and her abilities. Williams, she adds, is a

attention of Prof. David Richardson. “If

her freshman year); tutored at the

“perfect sanctuary to learn and grow in a

you’re ever going to see determination,

Math/Science Resource Center, serving as

personal way.” ■

this [class] is the setting,” he says of the

head tutor this year; and played piano

two-semester course. Hom, he adds, was

biannually in student recitals. Beyond the

Jennifer Grow is assistant editor of the

“always focused on what she was

campus, she’s served as a Big Sister since

Williams Alumni Review.

In an organic chemistry class she took
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developing countries.

BLACK WILLIAMS

with. But these were issues that
would soon thrust the campus into
the throes of the racial conflicts

For students researching Black Williams,
shedding light on the life stories long buried
in archives of famous and not-so-famous
black alumni was a chance, as Wright puts it,
“to reinforce my space in this place. … I am
in awe of the people who lived here.”

that were sweeping the nation.”

at Williams and in fields such as
education, medicine and the law.
For Gopaul and other students
researching Black Williams, shed-

Thomas, a native of Kingston,

ding light on the life stories long

Jamaica, says the research project taught her

it, the 1969 yearbook had “dozens of candid

buried in archives of famous and not-so-famous

about the nature of advocacy at the College,

shots of black students—studying, having fun,

black alumni was a chance, as Wright puts it,

namely, that “if it doesn’t threaten anyone’s

attending political rallies, reading their poetry.”

“to reinforce my space in this place.”

Though less visibly turbulent than it was in

“I am in awe of the people who lived

meaning all Williams students—to lead

the mid to late 1960s, Williams in the 1920s was

here,” Wright, also from Kingston, Jamaica,

discourse on issues affecting campus life.

an equally “trying place” for the 14 black stu-

told members of the Executive Committee of

dents who attended, writes Shannon Gopaul ’05

the Society of Alumni during a presentation of

occupation of Hopkins Hall in 1969 by members

in her section of Black Williams. At the time,

excerpts of Black Williams in March 2003. The

of the relatively new Williams Afro-American

Harlem and Washington, D.C., were emerging as

project “was very emotional for me,” she

Society—BSU’s predecessor. As Dayna

centers of black culture. The black students who

added, as tears welled in her eyes and her

Baskette ’03, who researched the mid to late

came to Williams, mainly from Washington, were

voice trembled slightly.

safety, the administration leaves it up to us”—

Such was the case with the well-publicized

1960s writes, the students combined the “‘by

“inspired and accomplished leaders in their

any means necessary’ doctrine of Malcolm X

communities and chose prestigious colleges and

February 2003 at the reopening of Rice House’s

and the nonviolent tactics espoused by Martin

universities with the goal of ‘uplifting the race,’”

library, which had been renovated and renamed

Luther King Jr.,” presenting to administrators a

writes Gopaul, herself a D.C. native.

to honor Alana Haywood ’93, an active BSU

list of 15 demands ranging from adding Afro-

“The difficulty they felt was not their segre-

The students also presented their research in

member who died of meningitis in 1992.

American studies to the curriculum to creating a

gation at Williams—self-segregation was, after

Black Williams remained in relatively raw

space for black students on campus (ultimately,

all, a defining characteristic of the Harlem

form—a “patchwork by many hands,” as

Rice House).

Renaissance era—but rather that they had left a

Prof. Smith puts it—until last fall, when Rene

place where they were recognized for accom-

Hamilton ’04, BSU’s current chairman, and Jeff

quotes Preston Washington, then a junior, as

plishments to find themselves regarded as

Delaney ’05 took steps to secure funding from

stating in 1969, “This year we realized that the

‘nobodies’ in a rather remote area,” Gopaul

the College president’s office to hire a

issue was more basic. … Black students were

writes. “Many black students … were discour-

professional editor to copyedit the document.

brought here and pushed through a white

aged by the fact that the serenity and seclusion

Hamilton says he hopes to make the piece more

monocultural environment. They were being

of Williams couldn’t support the cultural life and

widely available to students, faculty and staff.

disenfranchised and dehumanized in an atmos-

political action they craved.”

Placing the demands in context, Baskette

phere that purported to be liberal.”

He also echoes the hope expressed in the

Nevertheless, a tight-knit group of black

conclusion of Black Williams: “that this work

students, including Sterling Brown ’22, who

will be added to and improved upon, so that

were one manifestation of the “white monocul-

would become a longtime Howard University

one day there will exist an even more detailed

tural environment” Washington described. The

English professor and for whom several prizes

and extensive—and ongoing—history of

three books published from 1966 to 1968

and professorships at Williams are named, and

Williams’ black alumni.” ■

included “just a handful of pictures of people of

William Allison Davis ’24, who would become a

color—often repeats of the same person,” the

noted expert on racial disparities in education

Allison Tracy is a free-lance writer based in

Brooklyn native says. However, whether a result

and testing and a longtime professor at

Stockbridge, Mass. Amy Lovett is editor of the

of the atmosphere on campus or a reflection of

University of Chicago, distinguished themselves

Williams Alumni Review.

Baskette found that yearbooks of the time
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Standing with

Our Brothers

Sisters

and

Writer and TV producer Jeffrey Owen
Jones ’66 looks back on the

Afro-American Society ’s takeover of

Photos provided by the College archives

Hopkins Hall 35 years ago.

I

Preston Washington ’70 (center)

n an old file, I recently came across a souvenir of a remarkable

down a short tour as an intern in the dean’s office and teaching

Williams experience—a hand-lettered note that reads: “Thank

Spanish. It was a tumultuous time. Controversy over the Vietnam

you very much for the use of your desk. We did not disturb

War was at full boil, and, in the pall that followed the assassination

anything. Afro-Am.”

of Martin Luther King Jr., black activists were increasingly vocal in

I first found the note in my Hopkins Hall office after African-

American students occupied the building 35 years ago this past
spring. The memories that piece
of paper recalled became all the
more poignant when I read in
the Review of the death of
Preston Washington ’70, who
led the occupation.
I was at Williams in the
spring of 1969, winding

demanding change. A lot of the turmoil over the war and racial
justice was playing out on campuses. Confrontations between
students and administrations unfolded at one college and university
after another.
Then, one Saturday morning in April, the Williams campus
awoke to news that 34 students from the College’s Afro-American
Society had taken over Hopkins during the night.
The occupation was not a complete surprise. A few weeks
earlier, the society had issued a package of 15 “non-negotiable
demands” that ranged from adding Afro-American studies
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On the steps of Jesup Hall, Provost Stephen F.
Lewis Jr. ’60 (at the microphone) reads a statement
regarding the occupation. Preston Washington ’70
(third to the right from Lewis) looks on.

programs to setting up a cultural center

meeting. “We talked about what we could

remembers. “We were very attached to the

as an oasis for black students who felt

do, what we couldn’t do and what we

school and had no intention of alienating

they had been forcibly scattered through

would work on.”

anyone or making people angry. I think

the College like pepper in a salt shaker.

But many black students were impa-

we all eventually did it despite our misgiv-

tient. “My feeling was that the intentions

ings because we felt there were genuine

group of faculty and administrators met

of the College administrators were good,”

grievances that needed to be aired.”

with society members to address their

says Cliff Robinson ’70, “but of course

concerns. “(President) Jack Sawyer ’39

good intentions are never sufficient.”

After the demands were issued, a small

wanted a more diverse student body and

On Friday evening, April 4, following

John Hyde ’56, emeritus history professor and then dean of the College, places
the occupation in the context of the time:

faculty,” says George Marcus, then a

a chapel service commemorating the

“Given what was going on in American

26-year-old assistant professor of political

anniversary of Dr. King’s death, the black

education, students at Williams felt they

science, who was part of the group. “I

students met and decided to take action.

had to stand with their brothers and sis-

suggested that while ‘non-negotiable’

At 4 a.m. they entered Hopkins Hall and

ters. And you did it by an act such as this.

could be useful as an initial stance, not to

told two startled watchmen that they were

I think if they had not they would have

take it too seriously. If you wanted a

taking over the building. “Well I wish you

always felt that they had sold out.”

dollar and someone offered 99 cents,

luck,” one of the watchmen said, accord-

would you turn it down?”

ing to a later report by the Record.

“We thought we were moving along

The decision to occupy Hopkins had

When word of the occupation reached
Jack Sawyer, he convened administrators
in the library of his Main Street residence.

on things,” recalls Steve Lewis ’60, then

not been easy. “A lot of us were incredibly

Appointed typist, I pecked out an initial

the 30-year-old provost, who chaired the

ambivalent about doing it,” Robinson

statement as Jack dictated.
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Standing with Our Brothers and Sisters
Left to right: Richard Jefferson ’70, Preston
Washington ’70 and Michael Douglass ’71 look out
the registrar’s office window, on the second floor
of Hopkins Hall, during the Afro-American Society’s
occupation of the building.

A canny strategist, President Sawyer

Shortly after midnight on Tuesday the

designated Steve Lewis to negotiate with

protesters were ready to leave Hopkins.

the occupying students and to be the

First, they asked that John Hyde come and

public spokesman during the crisis. In

inspect the building. “So I got out of bed,”

assigning his trusted young provost as

John recalls, “and went over and walked

point man, Jack kept the Dean’s Office

through with Preston, noting that every-

above the fray while strategically insulat-

thing was in perfect order.”

ing himself. “You never lead with

Tuesday afternoon, standing in the sun

figure in my opinion was Preston

number one,” observes Lewis, who later

outside Jesup Hall, Steve Lewis and

Washington. In an era when student

went on to serve 15 years as president of

Preston Washington presented an action

activists often ego-surfed on waves of

Carleton College.

plan that addressed the students’ concerns,

campus militancy, Preston radiated

along with statements of mutual respect

seriousness of purpose and firm resolve,

by the students and the administration.

with the humility of a true leader.

“Jack wanted room to maneuver,”
says Hyde, “and if you’re on the firing
line you don’t have that.”
Using an ear infection as a shield,

I remember feeling fortunate to be part
of Williams on that April afternoon. While

“He was a person of strong beliefs,
but not an ideologue,” says Steve Lewis.

Sawyer kept out of sight and focused on

confrontations on many other campuses

external constituencies, soothing trustees

had played out amid resentment and

personal power, but the institution and

and alumni. Steve quickly met with a

bitterness, the Williams experience felt like

race,” says John Hyde. “I don’t think he

group of young faculty to assure

a step forward.

played games. And I always respected

them—and, through them, students
and the campus in general—that the

Among the many impressive players
in the drama, the most extraordinary

“I think Preston’s goals were not

him for that.”
Graduating summa cum laude and the

administration was working seriously on

class speaker at commencement, Preston

the issues.

took advanced degrees, was ordained a

As news of the occupation spread,

minister and went on to lead a powerful

white students rallied in support, and

coalition of Harlem churches whose

some brought food. “That’s the thing I

accomplishments included building badly

remember most about the experience,”

needed affordable housing.

says Cliff Robinson. “It was a very
supportive gesture.”
The College also sent food, an

“What he accomplished was just
incredible,” says Cliff Robinson. “And he
developed a lot of his skills at Williams. I

important signal that there would be no

think he developed a lot of his skills in

move to dislodge the protesters. As the

that building.” ■

weekend wore on, discussions proceeded
by telephone and via papers passed

Jeffrey Owen Jones ’66, a writer and TV

through windows. Monday and Tuesday

producer, teaches in the School of Film

classes were cancelled, replaced by a far-

and Animation at the Rochester Institute

ranging campus-wide teach-in.

of Technology.

Students and members of the campus
community stand outside Hopkins Hall to
show support for the Afro-American Society.
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S I G N AT U R E

Page 96

by Martha Nikitas Stone ’86

A Matter of Degrees

looked puzzled. “But your tassel is gold; I, well, I

When I arrived to collect my children, my

ne of the great things about not having

O

just assumed.” I could have said my thesis was on

5-year-old, Sarah, said, “You look pretty in your

an advanced degree is that, when you’re

the alternative use of four-color and black-and-

robes, Mommy.” As I hoisted 15-month-old

changing the third diaper in as many

white imagery throughout Margaret Wise Brown’s

William onto one hip, he registered his approval

hours, you never have to say to yourself, “Three

signature work, Good Night Moon. Instead I led

by running his hand back and forth along the

years of law school for this?” or “Will my MBA

with, “This costume was sent to me by the

three soft, black velvet stripes on the sleeve. I

still be relevant when the children are finally in

College—I took it out and put it on.” I was

floated along wrapped and rapt in the folds of my

school?” Even with all the rights, honors and

astonished that the little gold braid dangling at

flowing gown, still elevated by the events of the

privileges appertaining to a bachelor’s degree

the corner of my eye was all that cloaked my

afternoon. The kids climbed into the car, and I

from Williams College, the stay-at-home mom can

status as B.A. and M.O.M.

answered Sarah’s questions about the inaugura-

lose perspective now and then. OK, daily.
In fall 2001, in an effort to alter my perspec-

At last we were asked to assemble, oldest
institutions at the head of the academic

tion as we wended our way through the
neighborhood and turned onto our circle.

tive, I accepted an invitation to represent Williams

procession. It was indeed an honor and privilege

at the inauguration of Sanford Ungar, president of

to stand so near the front of the line and not

near our house. As soon as I turned into our

Goucher College in Maryland. When President

simply for the guarantee of orchestra seating. I

driveway, he jumped out and followed me into

Morty Schapiro’s office called to ask me to serve

stood proudly draped in my purple hood, musing

the garage, waving a call tag. “Mrs. Stone,” he

as the Williams delegate, I didn’t even consider

that this grand costume masked the dried milk on

said, “I have a ‘pick up’ for you, but I didn’t see

how many others had been asked and declined—

the right shoulder of my suit.

any packages outside your door.” “I am not ship-

I was going!

Our UPS man, Kevin, was sitting in his truck

Perhaps I just haven’t been listening, but trum-

ping anything today, Kevin,” I said. “What’s the

One of Morty’s staff called with a few ques-

pets never seem to play when I walk into a room.

tag say?” He squinted at the tiny printout: “E.R.

tions: height and hat size, parking and guest pass

At hearing the brass ensemble as we entered the

Moore Co.? Says here ‘cap and gown’?”

requirements, proper spelling of my name for the

hall, I knew that this was to be a grand and

I should have been grateful that E.R. Moore

program (all standard fare). “Any graduate

solemn occasion. I drank in the invocations,

hadn’t instructed Kevin to wait at the Goucher

degrees?” she asked. “No, just my B.A.” She

anthems and amens, colors and costumes,

gates to retrieve its property before the brass

paused and reassured, “Oh. That’s OK.” (Ouch.)

speeches by governors, senators and college presi-

quintet had put their horns away. Instead, with

The academic costume arrived by UPS two

dents, and finally, the requisite inaugural address.

my UPS man and two small children as witnesses

weeks before the event. I tested the gown for size

Reveling in this feast of thoughts and ideas, I

to my swift decline and fall, I grudgingly

and feel, hung it in a closet and forgot about the

began to recall the life of the mind, at least in the

unhooked my hood and handed over the mortar-

whole thing until inauguration day arrived. I picked

abstract. Then I prayed that in my case there

board and tassel. I laughed out loud as Kevin

up the carpool, left my kids with a friend, threw the

would be an afterlife of the mind, waiting just

tossed my erstwhile PhD into the back of his big

cap and gown in the trunk and flew up York Road.

around the bend. This exhilarating day reminded

brown truck and lurched off down the street.

At the appointed hour, the delegates—two

me of the festival of learning that is a Williams

As I stooped to pick up William, buckle him

other 30-somethings, several older alumni from

education. Its intrinsic value is in helping one to

into his high chair and hand him a teething

other institutions and plenty of professors and

live fully and intentionally, whether as prelude to

biscuit, I regained perspective. Then I sat down

college presidents—gathered and exchanged

graduate work or to other life journeys.

with Sarah and asked her what she liked best

greetings. This was a truly colorful and exciting

After the benediction, I offered greetings and

about her day at school.

pageant. I struck up a conversation with the

congratulations to President Ungar from the entire

delegate from Sweet Briar College. After the usual

Williams community and moved on in search of my

With her children now in school, Martha Nikitas

chatter, she asked, “In what field is your doctor-

car. I convinced myself that the wind had picked up

Stone ’86 of Baltimore, Md., has returned to her

ate?” “I don’t have a doctorate,” I replied. She

and that I should keep the robe on—for warmth.

marketing practice.
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